
Student Worksheet 2-Reading Comprehension

Directions: The trial notes are based on various primary sources including newspaper articles, 
Mother Jones’ autobiography, and images from the time.  Using the mock trial report, decide if the 
following statements are correct or incorrect.  Place a  if you agree and an   if you disagree. 
Use words and phrases from the trial to support your answer.

 According to Terence V. Powderly, workers had safe conditions in the industrial era.

 Terence V. Powderly and other union members believe workers deserve more rights.

 According to the U.S. Marshal, the state of West Virginia likes when Mother Jones talks to 

miners.  Include definition of injunction in answer.

The U.S. Marshal thinks Mother Jones is dangerous to scab workers.  Explain what a scab is.



 Reese Blizzard – a lawyer for the state of West Virginia – likes Mother Jones.

 J.P. Boyle says the Constitution supports Mother Jones and the striking miners.

 John Mitchell thinks it is right to arrest people who talk badly about their bosses.

 John Mitchell said that the militia or army was afraid of Mother Jones and the women who 

mopped up Coaldale.  Be sure to include bayonets in answer.



 John Mitchell thinks Mother Jones helped miners in Coaldale.

 William B. Wilson thinks mining is easy work.

 William B. Wilson said that scabs won the fight for jobs in Arnot, Pennsylvania. 

 Mary Harris was Mother Jones’ birth name.  She got the name Jones through marriage.

 Mary Harris Mother Jones is a tall, shy, young woman.



 Mary Harris Mother Jones likes the working conditions in the United States.

 President Teddy Roosevelt wants to help Mother Jones and stop child labor.

 The journalist thinks Mary Harris “Mother” Jones is dangerous!

 Mother Jones wants children to work more hours, so she took them on a 100-mile march.



 Mother Jones says that women must have the right to vote in order to speak freely.

 The Constitution and the founding fathers give Mother Jones freedom to say whatever she 

wants.

 If the unions want more pay, Eugene G. Grace gives them time to meet and discuss a salary; 

then he usually gives them a raise. 


